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Shown (from left) are: Margherita Verani, CEO of Verani; Rick
Singer, agent; Daniel Curtis, agent; Sharyn Kelley, broker
owner of Suburban Realty, Inc.; Lindsey Derrick, agent; Lisa
Laliberte, agent; Brad Chandler, agent; and Giovanni Verani,
president of Verani.

Manchester, NH Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices Verani Realty (Verani) welcomes
Suburban Realty, Inc. to its Verani brokerage network. 

The team, which includes broker owner Sharyn Kelley and agents Brad Chandler, Daniel Curtis,
Lindsey Derrick Goodrich, Lisa Laliberte and Rick Singer, will continue to operate out of their
location on 68 Sagamore St.

“We’re excited to have the team at Suburban Realty join the Verani family,” said Margherita Verani,
CEO of Verani. 

“With their reputation for superb customer service and strong expertise in the Manchester and
Southern New Hampshire markets, we knew their agents would be a great fit for our growing team.
They are going to be a valuable addition as we continue to focus on providing buyers and sellers
with the best real estate experience available.”

Suburban Realty has been a fixture in the North End of Manchester since 1976, when Kelley first
purchased the business. They’re known locally for being a tight knit office with high levels of
customer service and support for their clients. Joining Verani allows Suburban Realty the
opportunity to strengthen their position as local experts while providing their team with the best
technological and training resources available.

“We’re looking forward to continuing to provide our clients with the same top-notch, personalized
service, with the added strength of the Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices and Verani brands
behind us,” said Kelley. “This change allows us to access national and international networks, along
with a regional network of over 500 fellow Verani agents, so our clients can only benefit from these
added resources whether they are buying or selling.”
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